
SHIFT FOCUS

Running programs Building people
Running events  Training people
Using people Growing people
Filling gaps Ministry training
Chasing problems Growing people
Ordained ministry Team leadership
Church polity Ministry partnerships
Training institutions  Local training
Immediate pressures  Long term vision
Management Ministry engagement
Church growth Gospel growth

Focus Shift 11: FROM SEEKING CHURCH GROWTH TO
CULTIVATING GOSPEL/KINGDOM GROWTH
(Summaries of material from “The Trellis and the Vine”)

OWN THE
MISSION

THE CHURCH

❖Dynamic, living organism
❖Structure needed, but not a

structure itself
❖Relationship-intensive,

not labor-intensive
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The goal here is to be exporters rather than hoarders of trained people.
We may have a tendency to fear losing someone after investing years of
training and discipleship.

This involves thinking beyond ourselves. It involves providing opportunities
for ministry. It may not always mean that we grow locally numerically, but
the Kingdom of God will grow. We need a mindset of abundance, and not
one of scarcity.

The real work of God is people work, not filling jobs and roles. Let’s think
outside the programs that dwell on our campus.

What if some life groups became the seeds of new churches?

Some News

I am on the lookout for persons who want to learn how to
shepherd a life group, or to disciple another individual. I am
developing training materials for that, but much can be
transferred by sharing thoughts and Scripture over coffee.

If you want to know more (no obligation) give me a call. Remember, you
are called to be a minister. Can you hear the call? (See Ephesians 4)

Thanks for reading. I am happy to talk about these things and many others
related to discipleship and Life (Transformational and Missional) Groups.

Contact me:

Ken Rosentrater
ken.rosentrater@gci.net
345-4424 or 268-0050

PS: Yes, do! I’m not just trying to fill space here.


